The British Pain Society's interim statement on NICE draft guidance on Chronic pain in over 16s: assessment and management

The British Pain Society welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Draft Guidance from NICE for assessment and management of chronic pain, including the section on management of chronic primary pain.

We recognise that the term ‘chronic primary pain’ is relatively new, having only been formally introduced in 2019. This term should not be confused with the term ‘chronic pain’ as currently recognised by the medical community and the public.

Population statistics suggest that between one third and one half of the adult population of the United Kingdom experience chronic pain (defined as pain present in one or more areas of the body, for a period of three months or more), which covers a variety of widely prevalent pain conditions including: musculoskeletal pain, back pain, joint arthritis, neuropathic pain disorders; while the prevalence of chronic primary pain syndromes, such as fibromyalgia, are thought to be in the region of 5% (or 1 in 20) of the UK population.

In our view, it is vital to recognise that the proposed NICE management recommendations for the distinct group of patients with ‘chronic primary pain’ are not immediately applicable to the wider population of ‘chronic pain’ patients, many of whom have clear mechanisms for their pain. In contrast the group ‘chronic primary pain’ refers to conditions for which the underlying biological mechanism is not yet clearly understood, and it seems psychological and social factors tend to play a more dominant role.

Furthermore, the Society recognises the likelihood for co-existence, within an individual, of both ‘chronic primary pain’ (with no discernible cause) as well as more prevalent recognised pain conditions (for example severe back pain) which are known to benefit from certain analgesics or interventions. In contrast such treatments are less likely to be helpful in chronic primary pain, which is better treated with psychological therapy and other non-drug therapy.

What seems to be of greater importance to the Society is the clinical identification of all of the conditions present in an individual patient by primary or secondary care healthcare practitioners, with onward referral to speciality teams in Pain Medicine in cases of doubt, in order to tailor treatment and improve the quality of life for that individual patient.

The Society finds blanket diagnostic labelling of patients or indiscriminate withdrawal of pain treatments therapy to be unhelpful and potentially harmful. These could lead to unnecessary distress and suffering in the large number of chronic pain patients in the British population.

Before any proposed withdrawal of treatment in a complex patient suffering pain, the Society prefers a holistic approach whereby patients with complex pain are assessed using multidisciplinary skills, as are found in specialist pain clinics, and appropriate therapies are offered, sometimes on an individual trial basis, according to the best available evidence.
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